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Getting the books Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday now is not kind of
difficult method. You could not simply going with book shop or library or loaning from your friends to
review them. This is an extremely simple method to exactly obtain guide by on-line. This on the internet
book Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday can be one of the choices to
accompany you when having spare time. It will certainly not lose your time. Think me, the book will
certainly show you new thing to read. Just spend little time to open this on the internet publication Memoirs
Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday and review them anywhere you are now.

Review
When I began tapping on my laptop, my thought was to record several of my life's more interesting
experiences to share with my friends. Some are humorous, others are totally unique, and then there's
several so implausible that I included them so that everyone could express their 100 percent utter disbelief to
me, which always makes me laugh. If the memoirs comprising these early years of my youth and beyond
serves to inspire your own sensual imagination to roam free, as I perceive they shall, then my self-imposed
task of placing these words on paper has been a successful use of my time.
LCH

From the Author
First of all I want to thank you for allowing this book and its contents to catch your interest. As a novice
essayist I was counseled that for authenticity's sake it's always best to write on a subject that I know well
and, in this case, one I know intimately well. When I began tapping on the keys of my laptop, putting a select
few of my fondest memoirs into written form, my entire thought process was to simply record several of my
life's more interesting experiences in order to be able to share them with my closest friends by way of private
e-mail. I chose to write some due to their humorous outcomes and others for their overall uniqueness. Then
there are those which are so absolutely implausible that I just had to record them as well so that everyone
could express their 100 percent utter disbelief to me, which always makes me laugh. As I wrote and
reviewed my writings my mind continued to recall additional details concerning each incident, event and
experience, making numerous revisions necessary. All while extending the reading length of each individual
memoirs recollection itself of course. Once the page length of my memoirs increased to double digits and
beyond my next step was to take my new overly extended versions, which I'd saved on a 4-gigabyte flash
drive, down to my local office supply store to have them printed out and then physically mail them out to a
few of my friends to entertain them in printed form via the U.S. Postal Service "snail mail." At first that was
completely acceptable to me but not very cost effective for I was sending out single chapters as I completed
them, to the tune of one every week or so. Then interest grew. Once I hit the 200-page mark I placed all the
chapters together into a book format and modified, then re-modified them into the current reading style and
format you're perusing here today. I'm still in the process of writing my memoirs and thus the pages continue
to rack up. I'm sure that eventually I'll grow tired of sitting in front of my laptop. But not yet. At this point I
find that writing out my life's more intriguing escapades is a very pleasant way to while away my time. Oh,



one note concerning my writing style. You'll find that the choice of words and phrases I've utilized in my
chapters reflects the various levels of sophistication that ruled my emotions at those exact times in my life,
such as during my younger years my unbridled boyish enthusiasm ran rampant, and as I matured in age, so
did my vocabulary, mannerisms, appearance, and more. You'll also discover that I interchange verb tenses at
will to allow you to be in a position to simply read, review, or become inserted in the events I'm describing.
That's totally intentional. If you choose to read on from here, then I guarantee your eyes will be opened wide
and your imagination will find new avenues to explore, along with places to visit and experiences to revel in,
and if that's indeed the case, then please enjoy your journey traveling along the meandering, mesmerizing
paths that compose these early memoirs of my life. I certainly have.

* * * * *

In addition to the above, which consists of my book's Foreward, please know that I'm also providing the first
1000 readers that send their books to me for an author's signature and inscription with a registered book
number and customized bookmarker that details out all three book titles that will entail my initial trilogy.
You may reach me for details by several methods, however, email will be the best option for you, which is: 
LordHalliday@aol.com

Once again, thank you for your devoted readership, I look forward to keeping you in books for several years
to come.
 
LCH

From the Inside Flap
This book shall start at the beginning and serves to introduce to you how my very unique life and lifestyle as
a gigolo evolved from a single whimsical thought. I invite you to review the following excerpts from this
book's first chapter...
 
* * * * *
 
At the highly impassioned age of twenty-two she'd secured a marriage to an extremely prominent,
exceedingly wealthy banker who had never been passionate toward any other person in his life, ever. Her
husband was then, and still is, highly obsessive about acquiring things and remains to this day 100 percent
totally oblivious of how barren his heart is. Prior to marrying him his youthful future wife-to-be imagined
him capable of changing and so she sallied forth into a stilted, one-sided relationship with him steadfast and
self-confident in her delusion that her copious feminine wiles would be adroit enough to transform this
immensely wealthy patriarch with feelings for only his egotistical being into the doting and loving husband
she'd been dreaming of and fantasizing about her entire life. Sadly, her plans for him never even came close
to attaining full fruition. His bestowment of designer clothing, fine jewelry, new luxury vehicles and more
had been lavished upon her to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars spent. Yet not a single one of
those items ever made up to her for his inability to enflame even a tiny spark of the true passion and sensual
arousal that she'd always craved and had never experienced in her life. Until me.
 
* * * * *
 
If you so choose, it's now time for you to journey forth, and if you're of age, feel free to get yourself
completely comfortable, perhaps ensconced in front of a blazing fire with a glass of wine at hand and enjoy
your time alone with me. So take a deep breath, settle in, and now, begin...Salût!
 



LCH
 
* * * * *
 
Book Cover and Publishing Credits
 
The Halliday mansion images were provided by Jon D., co-owner of Architectural Designs, whom I thank
very much for his enthusiastic cooperation and timeliness.

This book's front, rear and interior cover designs and graphic art have all been contributed courtesy of Stan
"The Man" T. of Stan by Design, who can be reached for a professional consultation anytime by way of e-
mail at:  s@stanbydesign.com

* * * * *

Page Publishing
101 Tyrellan Ave, New York, NY 10309-2649
Phone: (866) 315-2708 - Fax: (646) 607-4560
PagePublishing.com

* * * * *

You may contact Lord Halliday by email at:  LordHalliday@aol.com

Or on facebook at:  facebook.com/LordHalliday
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Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday. It is the moment to improve as well
as refresh your skill, knowledge and also experience included some entertainment for you after long period
of time with monotone points. Working in the workplace, visiting examine, picking up from examination and
also more tasks could be finished and also you should start new points. If you really feel so exhausted, why
don't you attempt new point? An extremely easy thing? Checking out Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early
Years By Lord Christian Halliday is just what we offer to you will understand. And guide with the title
Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday is the recommendation currently.

There is without a doubt that book Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday will
certainly constantly offer you motivations. Also this is merely a publication Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My
Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday; you can find many genres and also sorts of publications. From
captivating to journey to politic, as well as sciences are all given. As what we specify, here we offer those
all, from famous authors as well as publisher worldwide. This Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By
Lord Christian Halliday is among the compilations. Are you interested? Take it now. How is the way? Find
out more this post!

When somebody should visit guide establishments, search store by store, shelf by rack, it is extremely
frustrating. This is why we provide the book compilations in this site. It will reduce you to search the book
Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday as you like. By looking the title,
publisher, or writers of guide you want, you can discover them promptly. In your home, office, or even in
your means can be all finest area within net connections. If you intend to download the Memoirs Of A
Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday, it is extremely simple after that, because currently we
extend the connect to purchase and also make deals to download Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By
Lord Christian Halliday So easy!
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Your quest to discover how my life as a gigolo began is laid bare for you as arrayed across the sheets
intriguingly bound between two covers. Is that a double entendre? Oh yes, it most indubitably is. The
personal memoirs I've recounted for you have occurred in my life in the exact manner I've described herein,
and in those extremely famous words of Mr. Robert Leroy Ripley, you may choose to "believe it or not." On
the other hand, do you dare expose yourself to my overtly provocative contents? While you ponder that
decision let me reveal that it was my mother whom envisioned my life should be lived as a gigolo and that
my personal perception's always been that living such a carefree lifestyle could lead to a fascinatingly
splendid life, one filled with fun, adventure, excitement, and more. Fortunately for all my perception has
proven to be spot on. When I began tapping on the keys of my laptop, my entire thought process was to
simply record several of my life's more interesting experiences in order to share them with my closest
friends, which I'm now unveiling to you. I've chosen to record some due to their humorous outcomes and
others for their overall uniqueness. Then there are those which are so absolutely implausible that I just had to
include them as well so that everyone could express their 100 percent utter disbelief to me, which always
makes me laugh. If the memoirs comprising these early years of my youth and beyond serves to inspire your
own sensual imagination to roam free, as I perceive they shall, then my self-imposed task of placing these
words on paper has been a successful use of my time and I thank you in advance for allowing this book and
its contents to catch your interest. As a test, I've chosen the first chapter of this book to act as a type of
veritable showcase to immediately measure your interest level. If you're indeed fascinated in the type of life
experience it contains, then by all means continue on. However, know in advance that should you proceed
further, I guarantee your eyes will be opened wide and your imagination will find new avenues to explore,
along with places to visit and experiences to revel in, therefore, please enjoy your journey traveling along the
meandering, mesmerizing paths that compose these earliest memoirs of my life. It's now time for you to
journey forth, and if you're of age, feel free to get yourself completely comfortable, perhaps ensconced in
front of a blazing fire with a glass of wine at hand and enjoy your time alone with me. So take a deep breath,
settle in, and now, begin...Salût!

LCH
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me, which always makes me laugh. If the memoirs comprising these early years of my youth and beyond
serves to inspire your own sensual imagination to roam free, as I perceive they shall, then my self-imposed
task of placing these words on paper has been a successful use of my time.
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From the Author
First of all I want to thank you for allowing this book and its contents to catch your interest. As a novice
essayist I was counseled that for authenticity's sake it's always best to write on a subject that I know well
and, in this case, one I know intimately well. When I began tapping on the keys of my laptop, putting a select
few of my fondest memoirs into written form, my entire thought process was to simply record several of my
life's more interesting experiences in order to be able to share them with my closest friends by way of private
e-mail. I chose to write some due to their humorous outcomes and others for their overall uniqueness. Then
there are those which are so absolutely implausible that I just had to record them as well so that everyone
could express their 100 percent utter disbelief to me, which always makes me laugh. As I wrote and
reviewed my writings my mind continued to recall additional details concerning each incident, event and
experience, making numerous revisions necessary. All while extending the reading length of each individual
memoirs recollection itself of course. Once the page length of my memoirs increased to double digits and
beyond my next step was to take my new overly extended versions, which I'd saved on a 4-gigabyte flash
drive, down to my local office supply store to have them printed out and then physically mail them out to a
few of my friends to entertain them in printed form via the U.S. Postal Service "snail mail." At first that was
completely acceptable to me but not very cost effective for I was sending out single chapters as I completed
them, to the tune of one every week or so. Then interest grew. Once I hit the 200-page mark I placed all the
chapters together into a book format and modified, then re-modified them into the current reading style and
format you're perusing here today. I'm still in the process of writing my memoirs and thus the pages continue
to rack up. I'm sure that eventually I'll grow tired of sitting in front of my laptop. But not yet. At this point I
find that writing out my life's more intriguing escapades is a very pleasant way to while away my time. Oh,
one note concerning my writing style. You'll find that the choice of words and phrases I've utilized in my
chapters reflects the various levels of sophistication that ruled my emotions at those exact times in my life,
such as during my younger years my unbridled boyish enthusiasm ran rampant, and as I matured in age, so
did my vocabulary, mannerisms, appearance, and more. You'll also discover that I interchange verb tenses at
will to allow you to be in a position to simply read, review, or become inserted in the events I'm describing.
That's totally intentional. If you choose to read on from here, then I guarantee your eyes will be opened wide
and your imagination will find new avenues to explore, along with places to visit and experiences to revel in,
and if that's indeed the case, then please enjoy your journey traveling along the meandering, mesmerizing
paths that compose these early memoirs of my life. I certainly have.

* * * * *

In addition to the above, which consists of my book's Foreward, please know that I'm also providing the first
1000 readers that send their books to me for an author's signature and inscription with a registered book
number and customized bookmarker that details out all three book titles that will entail my initial trilogy.
You may reach me for details by several methods, however, email will be the best option for you, which is: 
LordHalliday@aol.com

Once again, thank you for your devoted readership, I look forward to keeping you in books for several years
to come.
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This book shall start at the beginning and serves to introduce to you how my very unique life and lifestyle as
a gigolo evolved from a single whimsical thought. I invite you to review the following excerpts from this
book's first chapter...
 
* * * * *
 
At the highly impassioned age of twenty-two she'd secured a marriage to an extremely prominent,
exceedingly wealthy banker who had never been passionate toward any other person in his life, ever. Her
husband was then, and still is, highly obsessive about acquiring things and remains to this day 100 percent
totally oblivious of how barren his heart is. Prior to marrying him his youthful future wife-to-be imagined
him capable of changing and so she sallied forth into a stilted, one-sided relationship with him steadfast and
self-confident in her delusion that her copious feminine wiles would be adroit enough to transform this
immensely wealthy patriarch with feelings for only his egotistical being into the doting and loving husband
she'd been dreaming of and fantasizing about her entire life. Sadly, her plans for him never even came close
to attaining full fruition. His bestowment of designer clothing, fine jewelry, new luxury vehicles and more
had been lavished upon her to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars spent. Yet not a single one of
those items ever made up to her for his inability to enflame even a tiny spark of the true passion and sensual
arousal that she'd always craved and had never experienced in her life. Until me.
 
* * * * *
 
If you so choose, it's now time for you to journey forth, and if you're of age, feel free to get yourself
completely comfortable, perhaps ensconced in front of a blazing fire with a glass of wine at hand and enjoy
your time alone with me. So take a deep breath, settle in, and now, begin...Salût!
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* * * * *
 
Book Cover and Publishing Credits
 
The Halliday mansion images were provided by Jon D., co-owner of Architectural Designs, whom I thank
very much for his enthusiastic cooperation and timeliness.

This book's front, rear and interior cover designs and graphic art have all been contributed courtesy of Stan
"The Man" T. of Stan by Design, who can be reached for a professional consultation anytime by way of e-
mail at:  s@stanbydesign.com
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Page Publishing
101 Tyrellan Ave, New York, NY 10309-2649
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Most helpful customer reviews

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Unbelievable--this guy has done it all!
By Stan Tumilowicz
Amazing story --at first you're thinking, "Can this be real life?" Then you read further, and the guy just hits
new heights, new adventures--you want to see if his luck--I mean his methods-- keep the ladies coming back
for more! Makes you realize, if you don't take a chance, what have you gained? Every guy could learn a bit
from this writer for sure! My female friends took a peek- now they're ordering theirs! Can't wait to read his
next fantastic story! Well done LCH!

See all 1 customer reviews...
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Interested? Certainly, this is why, we suppose you to click the link web page to visit, and after that you can
enjoy guide Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday downloaded till finished.
You can save the soft documents of this Memoirs Of A Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian
Halliday in your gadget. Of course, you will bring the gadget almost everywhere, will not you? This is why,
every time you have downtime, each time you could delight in reading by soft copy book Memoirs Of A
Gigolo - My Early Years By Lord Christian Halliday
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experience, making numerous revisions necessary. All while extending the reading length of each individual
memoirs recollection itself of course. Once the page length of my memoirs increased to double digits and
beyond my next step was to take my new overly extended versions, which I'd saved on a 4-gigabyte flash
drive, down to my local office supply store to have them printed out and then physically mail them out to a
few of my friends to entertain them in printed form via the U.S. Postal Service "snail mail." At first that was
completely acceptable to me but not very cost effective for I was sending out single chapters as I completed
them, to the tune of one every week or so. Then interest grew. Once I hit the 200-page mark I placed all the
chapters together into a book format and modified, then re-modified them into the current reading style and
format you're perusing here today. I'm still in the process of writing my memoirs and thus the pages continue
to rack up. I'm sure that eventually I'll grow tired of sitting in front of my laptop. But not yet. At this point I
find that writing out my life's more intriguing escapades is a very pleasant way to while away my time. Oh,
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did my vocabulary, mannerisms, appearance, and more. You'll also discover that I interchange verb tenses at
will to allow you to be in a position to simply read, review, or become inserted in the events I'm describing.



That's totally intentional. If you choose to read on from here, then I guarantee your eyes will be opened wide
and your imagination will find new avenues to explore, along with places to visit and experiences to revel in,
and if that's indeed the case, then please enjoy your journey traveling along the meandering, mesmerizing
paths that compose these early memoirs of my life. I certainly have.

* * * * *

In addition to the above, which consists of my book's Foreward, please know that I'm also providing the first
1000 readers that send their books to me for an author's signature and inscription with a registered book
number and customized bookmarker that details out all three book titles that will entail my initial trilogy.
You may reach me for details by several methods, however, email will be the best option for you, which is: 
LordHalliday@aol.com

Once again, thank you for your devoted readership, I look forward to keeping you in books for several years
to come.
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totally oblivious of how barren his heart is. Prior to marrying him his youthful future wife-to-be imagined
him capable of changing and so she sallied forth into a stilted, one-sided relationship with him steadfast and
self-confident in her delusion that her copious feminine wiles would be adroit enough to transform this
immensely wealthy patriarch with feelings for only his egotistical being into the doting and loving husband
she'd been dreaming of and fantasizing about her entire life. Sadly, her plans for him never even came close
to attaining full fruition. His bestowment of designer clothing, fine jewelry, new luxury vehicles and more
had been lavished upon her to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars spent. Yet not a single one of
those items ever made up to her for his inability to enflame even a tiny spark of the true passion and sensual
arousal that she'd always craved and had never experienced in her life. Until me.
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If you so choose, it's now time for you to journey forth, and if you're of age, feel free to get yourself
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